
rediSuccess

Delivering a Best-in-Class Client Success Experience

Whether you are engaging ATSG for a single project or an ongoing relationship, our 
comprehensive customer success culture and processes are designed to positively impact 
every interaction throughout the entire services lifecycle – from initial solution design
through service implementation, operations, and renewals.

In today’s business environment, implementing and achieving optimal strategic benefits for your technology 

solutions presents multiple challenges. That’s why ATSG rediSuccess has been purpose-built to deliver a successful 

customer journey to match your desired business outcomes. ATSG rediSuccess can provide ongoing value by 

identifying specific business outcomes in the early stages of our engagement. We develop a tailor-made, 

innovative journey that tracks, measures, and continually improves progress and benefits from deployment 

through operations and optimization. We call this process, ATSG rediSuccess IDO2 (Innovate, Deploy, Operate, 

Optimize).

rediSuccess Benefits

• Innovative solutions that align with your business goals

and budget.

• Deployment approach that provides the best time to value for

your IT investments.

• Outstanding proactive operational support, encompassing

effective solution adoption.

• Ongoing benefit realization that maximizes both capital and

staff investments.

redi to Get Started?
Contact ATSG to learn how we can manage your IT infrastructure 

and environment.
(888) 504-9559  | www.ATSG.net



Typical IT Account Management vs. rediSuccess
Don’t accept the traditional IT account management approach to managing your technology solutions when you 
can enjoy the ATSG rediSuccess experience.

Traditional IT Account Management rediSuccess

Reacts to requests and issues
Has a program with defined roles and deliverables 
throughout the lifecycle of the solution that proactively 
anticipates, and addresses client needs and issues

Transactional sales interaction approach
Aligned with Client Business goals and has a trusted 
relationship at multiple points in across client organization

Metrics – Quality & Speed
Metrics - Adoption, Time to Value and Ongoing Benefit 
Realization

ATSG Integrates disparate data across multiple systems to 
provide a single comprehensive circular view of the health and 
adoption of your technology solutions.

• SaaS Adoption and Usage
• Services Support Health
• Time to Value
• Financial Analysis

rediSuccess Tools & Automation 

About ATSG
ATSG is a global tech-enabled managed services and solutions company providing innovative solutions to enhance 
today’s digital enterprise and end-user experiences. ATSG provides Intelligent IT through Technology Solutions as a 
Service (TSaaS) to a variety of customers, leveraging an offerings portfolio of rediTech, rediManage, and rediSecure, 
to deliver reliable, elastic, dynamic infrastructure, collaboration, and applications, as well as world class IT operations.
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Integrated Customer Success View




